A proposed mechanism for the reductive ring opening of the cyclodiphosphate MEcPP, a crucial transformation in the new DXP/MEP pathway to isoprenoids based on modeling studies and feeding experiments.
Experimental and theoretical investigations concerning the second-to-last step of the DXP/MEP pathway in isoprenoid biosynthesis in plants are reported. The proposed intrinsic or late intermediates 4-oxo-DMAPP (12) and 4-hydroxy-DMAPP (11) were synthesized in deuterium- or tritium-labeled form according to new protocols especially adapted to work without protection of the diphosphate moiety. When the labeled compounds MEcPP (7), 11, and 12 were applied to chromoplast cultures, aldehyde 12 was not incorporated. This finding is in agreement with a mechanistic and structural model of the responsible enzyme family: a three-dimensional model of the fragment L271-A375 of the enzyme GcpE of Streptomyces coelicolor including NADPH, the Fe(4)S(4) cluster, and MEcPP (7) as ligand has been developed based on homology modeling techniques. The model has been accepted by the Protein Data Bank (entry code 1OX2). Supported by this model, semiempirical PM3 calculations were performed to analyze the likely catalysis mechanism of the reductive ring opening of MEcPP (7), hydroxyl abstraction, and formation of HMBPP (8). The mechanism is characterized by a proton transfer (presumably from a conserved arginine 286) to the substrate, accompanied by a ring opening without high energy barriers, followed by the transfer of two electrons delivered from the Fe(4)S(4) cluster, and finally proton transfer from a carboxylic acid side chain to the hydroxyl group to be removed from the ligand as water. The proposed mechanism is in agreement with all known experimental findings and the arrangement of the ligand within the enzyme. Thus, a very likely mechanism for the second to last step of the DXP/MEP pathway in isoprenoid biosynthesis in plants is presented. A principally similar mechanism is also expected for the reductive dehydroxylation of HMBPP (8) to IPP (9) and DMAPP (10) in the last step.